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The Sky This Month - Feb 2009

introduction
I asked Paul if he needed a backup if Eric or Brenda were not available to deliver TSTM. He said, "You're on for

February!" I hope I did as good a job... Please point out mistakes!

handout
Download  an Adobe PDF version of the Feb 2009 calendar
(prepared by Blake).

February is busy! Lots going on. We better get some clear nights!

Note the legend at the top-left of the calendar. I've used icons like an
eyeball and binoculars to indicate how your might view the celestial
event, what equipment you'll need.

Sun & Moon
The Sun moves from Capricornus to Aquarius. Sol is smack in the middle of Uranus and Neptune on 15th.

Still relatively quiet but it looks like it is just starting to bubble and boil. Have you seen increased activity on the
Sun? Watch http://spaceweather.com/ for solar updates.

Did you see the eclipse 2 days ago?!

Of Wiarton Willy's head blocking the Sun? Happy Belated Groundhog Day! The
marmot's prediction? He saw his shadow, so, according to tradition, 6 more weeks of
winter! Rodent proponents say forecasts are 75% - 90% accurate; a Canadian study
of 13 cities over 30 - 40 years reveals a 37% success rate...

View the rodent scampering about live:
http://www.wiartonwilliecam.com/

Ah the Moon. First Quarter will be in the first week of Feb (but we're not conducting
our City Observing Session then). Guy said we will be gradually synching back up over the spring. Luna may

interfere with comet viewing early on but happily the New Moon occurs exactly when Lulin is closest to Earth, on

the 24th. With planets on 22nd, 23rd, and 27th. Photo ops!

planets, large, dwarf, gassy
This is a top-down view of the solar system on Feb 1. Produced using Solar System Live at http://fourmilab.ch/.
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The inner planet is ahead of the Sun, moving away from us, to circle around back. For all you morning people,
Mercury will be at greatest western elongation on the 13th. But it will likely be challenging to spot, a mere 11
degrees above the horizon. Near the end of the month, the god of merchandise will tangle with some outer planets
for photogenic morning conjunctions.

The hothouse planet, on the other hand, moved from behind the Sun to soon pass in front. Venus was at greatest
eastern elongation last month. So even though its phase is waning, it's getting closer. On the 18th it will be at its
maximum brightness. Can you see the "ashen light" on the dark side?

Gas planets? Cows on Mars?! Methane Mars and swirling Jupiter continue to emerge from the Sun's glare to

become morning planets.

Cassini image.

Saturn we will be opposite soon. Sans rings, the planet will become easier to view in the evening (versus insane

early-morning times). As it continues its retrograde motion in Leo, and slightly opens up the rings to us, it will
remain a good time to try for more of Saturn's elusive moons, like Enceladus and Mimas. Use your preferred astro

software to check moon positions.

There are some interesting conjunctions in February. Again, Mars, Jupiter, Mercury jostle around in the morning.
The Moon joins them on the 22nd. Lulin and Saturn are close on the 24th. And a pretty conjunction is due on the

27th with the Moon and Venus all over each other.
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comets

Slow moving, 144P/Kushida will be in Taurus for the month. Near Aldebaran on the 4th, moonlight may interfere.
Try near month-end as the comet slides by ζ (zeta) Tau. Magnitude 8.3 or fainter, so have your binos with you.

Photo by Paul Mortfield, Sierra Remote Observatories, California.

C/2007 N3 (Lulin), conversely, is fast! The multi-tail comet starts Feb in Libra, near Zubenelgenubi, and might be
visible without aid to morning observers. It rips through Virgo mid-month but remains a very late-night target. Only
by the end of Feb, zooming through Leo, will it move into the evening sky. It is closest to the Earth on the 24th. It
should be around mag 6 or brighter in a moonless sky!

Image from Stellarium 0.9.1. Orbital elements from JPL SSD.

Interestingly, the two comets pass close to one another next month! Monitor updates at http://aerith.net/ (not .com;
thanks Eric) and http://skyhound.com/.

other bright bodies
Several dwarf planets and large asteroids are well placed and bright. Vesta is in Cetus; Pallas is in Lepus.

Ceres is close (~1.5 AU) and at opposition on 25th. Can you see it naked eye?

Small-body watching is fun and easy to do even in light-polluted skies. With your binoculars on a tripod, sketch
and plot them over a week or so.

asteroid occultations

There really aren't any great options this month...

The (1467) Mashona asteroid occultation has a high rank. As it goes directly over Toronto on Feb 5, the 112 km
rock's magnitude will be 14.6, it will block a mag 11.8 target star. Probably you will not be able to tag this one in

your back yard with an 8" scope combined with light pollution. The Moon will make it worse.
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(Note: I've been doing magnitude limit tests at the locations I regularly observe at. With my old 8" Celestron
Schmidt-Cassegrain catadioptric with dirty objective at the CAO, I can see to magnitude 13.8, possibly 13.9 or

14.0. In my backyard just north of Toronto's High Park area, I can only see to mag 10.6 or 10.7.)

Asteroid (186) Celuta will occult an 11.3 mag star in Libra on Feb 19 at 3:03 EST. Delta-mag will be 2.5. Max
duration might be 3.2 seconds. Guy says "Less of a long shot, but still not great." It will occur over the GTA. But

you'll need a perfect sight-line to the horizon.

Jennifer is the easiest to spot in that it is blocking a brighter star, a mag 9.7 star. It is predicted to go over
Cambridge but the rank is very low at 9. Guy says, "Might as well stay at home and try to spot it."

Hel - I only included (949) Hel because it has a fun name. Some asteroids have very interesting handles... Check
them all out at http://www.asteroidoccultation.com/.

double stars
At least 6% of stars brighter than mag 9 are known to be double stars.

If the Moon is washing out comets and deep sky objects, on nights of
clear seeing, you might try for some double or multiple stars.

A selection of colourful and pretty doubles are noted on the calendar as
"DS." η (eta) Cas is one of my favourites. Orion and Coma Berenices are
loaded with them!

Challenge exercises! We all know the story of Mizar and Alcor being
used to test eyesight. They are separated by 11 arc-minutes. Can you

split Atlas and Pleione (at 5 arc-min) in the Subaru? Can you split Taurus
θ (theta) 1 & 2 (same 5' separation). Too tight? Try σ Taurus (sigma) 1 &
2 at 7' apart.

Mizar Alcor photo from Digitized Sky Survey.

space flight
Shuttle Discovery is at pad 39A. STS-119 was to launch Feb 12 but a problem was found with some valves in the
3 main engines; it will likely happen Feb 19 at 4:41 EST. Watch the live video stream at http://www.nasa.gov/.

Astronautc will install the final solar array at the very end of the starboard truss of the International Space Station
adding 66 kw of power. Station will be even brighter in the sky...

Assuming they launch on the 19th, despite the delay, it will not impact the Hubble SM4.

ESA's launch of Herschel / Planck spacecraft has been pushed from Feb to Apr. http://www.esa.int/

Good news! The Russian solar observatory successfully launched on Fri 30 Jan. The rocket did not blow up this
time! While studying the Sun and effects of solar activity on the Earth, it is expected to take 1 million images.

ISS flyovers on Feb 4 and 5 are in the evening. There is a flyover every day from Feb 16 on. But they're in the

early morning. Boo! Try for dual objects after the shuttle launches! http://heavens-above.com/.

conclusion
Enjoy February observations. It could be a busy month. Let's wish for non-grey skies. But is it moot, given the

marmot's prediction?
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Blake (astronomy at computer-ease dot com)
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